In the work we have considered the reduction techniques matrix element of the reaction interaction of elementary particles for massive fermions to spinor products . The our procedure is not more complex than CALCUL spinor techniques for massless fermions. It is relatively simple and leads to basic spinor products with any polarizationod fermions. Also obtained "spinor" Chisholm identities for massive fermions.
CALCUL spinor techniques for massless fermions. Next we define "basic spinor" U λ (b 0 ) up to its complex phase by specifying the corresponding projection operator and phase condition:
with matrix ω λ = 1/2 (1 + λγ 5 ) . The CALCUL spinor techniques for calculating processes with massless external fermions involves the following operations.
1 step. From (1)-(2) we construct spinors of fermions (or antifermions) for any light-like momentum p as follows
2 step. By using so-called 'spinor' Chisholm identity
and equation for any four-vector p with p
we can reduce many amplitudes to expressions involving only spinor products U λ (p) and U −λ (k) with for vectors particles interacting in process. The remaining possible spinor products are vanishing due to helicity conversation. Spinor products for antifermions with V λ (p) are always referred to their fermion counterpart
due to equations (1)- (2) reduce to trace
For light-like vectors p = (p 0 , p x , p y , p z ) and k = (k 0 , k x , k y , k z ) we can obtained
. Spinor product (8) of two four-vectors is not complicated than simple scalar Minkowski product p.k.
Generalizations of CALCUL approach to the massive fermion case exist [6] - [7] , but the results are cumbersome: the method requires the introduction of extra light-like momenta and expression of the spinor for massive fermion as sum over spinors with extra momenta. We will be below, that the approach presented here, it is possible to write amplitude in terms of spinor products for any polarization vector of the massive fermions.
Spinor techniques for massive fermions.
Our procedure will be similar to that of the above-listed section. Considering bispinors, which relating with "basic spinor" (2)
where the projection operators τ
We can get that
i.e. the bispinors U λ (p, s p ) and V λ (p, s p ) satisfies Dirac equation and spin conditions for massive fermion and antifermion. We also can get, that bispinors of fermion and antifermions (9)-(10) have relationships:
Let's analyze how many there are spinor products for massive fermions? Obviously, that technically situation with massive fermions more difficult on a comparison with massless. In the most general case for calculations of matrix elements are necessary sixteen spinor products in difference from second in massless version. And consequently, on the first sight, it seems, that the use of a reduction of a matrix element of process to spinor products is not absolutely convenient. However, here it is possible to achieve essential simplification. At first, all spinor products are not linearly independent. Using ratios (14), that only eight are linearly independent. We define "basic spinor products" for massive fermions as
Secondly, basic spinor products can be calculated with the help of second functions. For it is used, that γ 5 for massless bispinor is the operator of a spin i.e.
Then definition of bispinors (9)-(10) is possible to rewrite as:
with functions
Let's introduce the following functions:
All "basic" spinor products are reduced to functions (20) - (21):
As well as for massless of fermions, the spinor products (22) can be calculated through components of vectors p, k, s p , s k . Obviously, that the analytical expression is more complicated on a comparison with appropriate ratios (7) - (8) .
Essential simplification as in function evaluation to which the "basic" spinor products are reduced it is possible to achieve at the expense of specific selection of polarization vectors of massive fermions.
The polarization vector s p of a fermion can be expressed through momentum of this fermion and any other vector of a problem.
Here q-any vector. It is easy to be convinced, that s p satisfies to standard conditions. By selection q = b 0 we have a polarization vector used in ref. [6] , and if q = n 0 = (1, 0, 0, 0), we shall receive helicity state. Selecting a polarization vector s p for a fermion (antifermion) with momentum p and mass m p as
let's receive, that the function χ (p, s p , a), included in definitions of bispinors (17)- (18) receives a kind
and the factor becomes equal 2 √ 2 b 0 .p. It, queue results in sharp simplification of expressions for functions (20)-(21) through components of vectors. These functions now do not depend on polarization vectors of fermions and can be calculated with the help of following formulas:
The formula (26) does not differ from a similar ratio for case of massless fermions (7) (only it is necessary to remember, that
In addition, there is a function (27). For calculations of matrix elements with massive fermions the group CALCUL of [6] used fermions with polarization vectors (24), but with introduction additional for each fermions light-like of momentums, that actually did a procedure of evaluations is much more complex on a comparison with similar for the massless fermions. In our case "basic" products practically differ from similar addends in version with massless fermions, but we not enter expansions of vectors of process on light-like vectors. In the massless limit, our expressions easy simplifies to spinor products s (p, k) and t (p, k) (6).
Chisholm indenties for massive fermions.
The important stage in transformation of matrix elements to basis spinor products is the use of "spinor" identities Chisholm of a type (4) . For a proof of this ratio (see, [6] ) the Chisholm identity for trace was used:
γ µ * T r(γ µ C 1 . . . C 2n+1 ) = = 2 ( C 1 . . . C 2n+1 + C 2n+1 . . . C 1 ) .
